I am much indebted to J. S. Lew for questioning an important point in the proof of Theorem 5, which is in fact garbled. As Lew points out, the argument tacitly assumes the equality of Dy( -dmy/dm) and Dx,y( = dmN,y/dmN, where m?? denotes the restriction of tn to the subspace N). This is invalid, but it is true that D^.y is the conditional expectation of D" with respect to the ring of random variables for the distribution m^, if yEN,-i.e. if F is bounded and measurable with respect to this ring, then fDt/F = fDff,!/F. This is virtually a restatement of the definition of Dn,v-Thus Dv may be replaced by Dn,v in the evaluation of the matrix element (V0(y)f, g), if/ and g are bounded tame functions dependent on a subspace contained in N, and y is restricted to a subspace contained in N. It follows along the lines indicated in the cited proof that Vq(-) is weakly continuous, or what is the same thing for a unitary representation, strongly continuous, which is the point in question.
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